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POCKET BOOKS, United States, 1995. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 168 x 104 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Wherever there s money and glamour, trouble can t be too far
behind. In Hollywood Kids Jackie Collins takes her readers back to the Hollywood Hills for another
absorbing page-turner of sex, ambition, and deadly revenge. At the novel s core is the Hollywood
Five, a clique of jaded twenty-somethings whose parents (all major players) thought that child-
rearing ended with naming their offspring after themselves. Jordanna Levitt is the wildly beautiful
daughter of a powerful producer and legendary movie star mother. Even though she flaunts a
coltish bad-girl image, Jordanna yearns for more than lounging behind the velvet ropes in chi-chi
clubs and existing on a diet of Midnight Cowboys. Jordanna s best friend, Cheryl Landers, is a sassy,
leggy redhead, who is equally idle. Cheryl fills her days doing lunch and buying up Rodeo Drive
until a Hollywood Madam asks her to mind shop while she s out of town. Pandering to the rich and
famous goes so smoothly that she can t resist turning a trick herself. Grant Lennon, Jr., the son of
the last generation s wildly...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication will never be e ortless to begin on studying but extremely entertaining to learn. It is probably the most incredible publication i have go
through. I realized this ebook from my i and dad suggested this publication to learn.
-- Austin O'Connell-- Austin O'Connell

This pdf is fantastic. This really is for all who statte there was not a worth looking at. Your lifestyle period is going to be convert the instant you complete
looking over this pdf.
-- Dr. Chaim Kub-- Dr. Chaim Kub
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